In vitro formation of capillary networks using optical lithographic techniques.
Tissue engineering approaches have been developed for vascular grafts, but success has been limited to arterial replacements of large-caliber vessels. We have developed an innovative technique to transplant engineered capillary networks by printing techniques. Endothelial cells were cultured on a patterned substrate, in which network patterns were generated by prior optical lithography. Subsequently, the patterned cells were transferred to extracellular matrix and tissue at which point they changed their morphologies and formed tubular structures. Microinjection of dye showed that the micrometer-scale tubular structure had in vitro flow potential. When capillary-like networks engineered on amnion membranes were transplanted into mice, we found blood cells inside of the lumen of the transplanted capillary-like structure. This is the first report of the in vitro formation of capillary networks using cell transfer technique, and this novel technique may open the way for development of rapid and effective blood perfusion systems in regenerative medicine.